Abstract. Based on the spectral characteristic, automatic modulation recognition of satellite communication signal was studied in this paper. Traditional spectral analysis was based on the assumption that mean and variance of background noise spectrum did not vary with frequency. However, in actual satellite communication environment, noise spectrum did not meet the hypothesis. This paper used signal preprocessing by sliding widow least square to weaken the influence of the noise. By analyzing the power spectrum, square spectrum and the forth spectrum of common used modulated signals, the offset ratio was extracted to detect the value of single frequency and a set of characteristic parameters were extracted to recognize signals in the satellite communication without any prior knowledge. Simulation result showed that the method had high practicability, owing to being more resolvable and steady which was not sensitive to the roll-off factor and modulation index of the digital signals. The improved method could also achieve recognition accuracy in the adaptive channel and had certain practical significance.
Introduction
Communication satellite, as a kind of indispensable means of communication since 1960s, has already been used in military reconnaissance, radio, navigation, resource exploration, disaster protection and other fields. With the development of satellite communication technology and mode of signal modulation, automatic modulation recognition of satellite communication signal has become a keen topic in recent years [1] . Modulation recognition of communication signal has been developed since the 1980s which aims to recognize the modulation types of communication signals and extracts the parameters [2] . Based on the spectral, a set of characteristic parameters are extracted to recognize signals without prior knowledge. The parameters are still strong under the condition of low SNR.
Fan Haibo etc. [3] used this method for modulation recognition of satellite communication signal, and simulation results show that the scheme can achieve recognition accuracy which is above 98% with the SNR being above 5db.While in the non-cooperative satellite communication environments, the influence of various factors such as multipath effect and Doppler Shift made the method limited [4] . Hence, in view of the common used modulation signals in satellite communication, this paper improved the traditional algorithm by spectral preprocessing and simulated the process of recognition. Typical communication signals like 2ASK, 2FSK, 4FSK, BPSK, QPSK, OQPSK, π/4QPSK are wildly used in the field of satellite communication. By analyzing the power spectrum, square spectrum, the forth power spectrum and envelope square spectrum of the common used modulation signal, a set of characteristic parameters are extracted to recognize signals.
Spectral characteristic of commonly satellite communication signals

The power spectrum
Signal power spectrum reflects the frequency component in the signal power distribution. Carrier signals (ASK, FSK) [5] have peaks in the power spectrum while carrier free signals (MPSK) have no peak in the power spectrum. Besides for 2ASK, there is single peak in the power spectrum. MFSK is equivalent to the composition of multiple 2ASK that the peaks of its power spectrum appear in each carrier frequency [6] .
The square spectrum
While the essential information of MPSK cannot be got by FFT, it can be highlighted by nonlinear operation. The carrier-phase of BPSK exists π change [7] , so there is single frequency component in square spectrum at twice times the carrier frequency, while other MPSK signals do not have this feature.
1.3The fourth power spectrum OQPSK is two-symbol delayed half a cycle of QPSK signals which can be expressed as （1） where，
（2）
The fourth power spectrum of OPSK can be expressed as,
（3）
According to Eq.3, the fourth power spectrum of QPSK and OQPSK contain the DC components sin envelope at the twice carrier frequency and impulse component at four times the carrier frequency [8] . There is no single frequency component in the fourth power spectrum of 8PSK. π/4QPSK is generated by the difference between two constellations of π alternate which has discrete spectral lines in the vicinity of four times frequency in fourth power spectrum. The fourth power spectrum of some modulation signals are shown in figure1. Figure 1 . the normalized fourth power spectrum.
2 Algorithm design and analysis
Spectral preprocessing
According to actual noise data received by satellite communication receives, each segmented power spectrum data is calculated and overlaid, aiming to obtain the superposed noise spectrum, and the changing curves of whose means and variances with the frequency, which are shown in figure 3 .
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The actual noise spectrum shown in figure 3 can be viewed as a superposition of N1(k) and N2 (k).
（4）
The spectral envelope of N1(k) is statistical average shape unchanged while N2 (k) is random variation lines.
Curves of spectra groups are obtained and filtered after noise collection. Based on the principle of the largest number [9] , the spectral envelope samples Nsamp can be calculated through analyzing the trend of spectral by histogram method.
（5）
Approximate value of γcan be got by the method of least squares, so as to fit the noise spectrum. The noise spectrum R(k) can be divided as Eq.6, which is obtained by DFT with W points.
（6）
M is the number of segments. P is length of each segment. P-Q is the overlaps between segments. And
The coefficient of each segment is estimated by the least squares. We can census M coefficients of γi by the method of the histogram gamma and the largest γi is defined as γopt
One instance of spectrum preprocessing is shown in figure 3(d) . It can be seen that noise spectrum after preprocessing approximately meets the condition that whose mean and variance does not change with frequency. So the feature extraction algorithm based on spectral preprocessing can also be applied in random channel.
The characteristic parameters extraction
The quality of characteristic parameters is crucial to raise the rate of modulation recognition [10] . Through summarizing the above spectral characteristic of the typical signals in satellite communication, a set of characteristic parameters can be extracted which have a strong
ability of characterizing and anti-interference. By this way, the improved algorithm can achieve the signal modulation recognition under low SNR.
The algorithm based on spectral analyzing achieves recognition according to the number of peaks(N). In case of low SNR (<5db), valuable spectral information will be submerged by noise, which result in that the accuracy of recognition will be reduced. Although the existing judgment of single frequency is simple, there is still insufficiency on the definition of judgment threshold. When the threshold is high, the reduction of the spectral peak numbers for signal like 4FSK which have multi-peaks can result in erroneous judgment. However, when the threshold of decision is lower, there will be pseudo spectral peaks for signal like MPSK which have no single frequency component that can also result in erroneous judgment. Therefore, this paper defined the offset ratio to characterize the salience of single frequency aiming to improve the algorithm.
Dr(k) is defined as
（9）
The variable X(k) is the FFT transform of X(n)(n=1, 2, …, N). The variable Pavg is the average value of spectrum peaks. The offset ratio can be obtained as,
The peaks of the spectrum should meet conditions as,
and the offset ratio
（12）
In this case, the number of efficient peaks can be calculated as N.
Algorithm and flow chart
According to analysis above, a set of characteristic parameters can be extracted. DF0 is the single frequency component offset ratio of the envelope square spectrum; DF1 is the single frequency component offset ratio of the power spectrum; DF2 is the single frequency component offset ratio of the square spectrum; and DF4 is the single frequency component offset ratio of the forth power spectrum. The process of modulation recognition is shown in figure 4 . According to figure 5, the differences between these signals are obvious which can achieve the recognition between classes. Meanwhile, 2FSK and 4FSK can also be recognized.
(2) The recognition within MPSK There is a single frequency component in the square spectrum of BPSK, while there is none in MPSK. Therefore, BPSK can be recognized by DF2 and N_2. There is no single frequency component in the forth power spectrum of 8PSK, while there are two in π/4QPSK. As for the forth power spectrum of QPSK and OQPSK, there is a single frequency component in both of them. By this way, MPSK can be divided into {QPSK、OQPSK},{π/4QPSK} and {8PSK}.
Experiments and analysis
In order to test the function of the algorithm in this paper, the process of modulation recognition is simulated. 2ASK, MFSK and MPSK can be obtained by simulation. To make the simulating signal approximate to the actual band-lined digital modulated signal, random sequence is used as the modulation signal. The central frequency of the filter is 430M with the bandwidth being 450M. The central frequency of signals is 430M, with the symbol rate being 50MHZ and the length of code being 10 bit. The sampling rate is 3600M. The modulation indexes of 2FSK range from 0.2 to 2. The modulation indexes of 4FSK range from 0.5 to 1.2. The step length of them is 0.1. The rolling index of MPSK is from 0.3 to 1. The noise is shown in figure 3(a) with the number of sampling points being 1M. In this paper, the SNR is defined as the decibel of the ratio of signal power to noise within the filter band-pass, which ranges from 1db to 10db by 1db step. Each type of signals conducts 500 Monte Carlo experiments independently at the same SNR. The result is shown in figure 6 . As shown in figure 6 , when the SNR is 4, the accuracies are different for these signals. It is above 99% for 2ASK, 2FSK, 8PSK, 98% for 4FSK, BPSK, and 97% for 4PSK, π/4QPSK, OQPSK. When the SNR rises above 5db, the accuracies are above 98% for all signals. There is a trend that the accuracies can reach to 100% with the SNR continue growing. The accuracies would fluctuate for some signals like 4FSK, because of the unbalanced probabilities of signal symbols. When the numbers of two symbols are larger in 4FSK than the others, 4FSK may be mistaken as 2FSK.
In order to test the improvement between the method based on signal preprocessing and the traditional method, this paper simulated the process of the recognition of 2ASK and BPSK. The accuracies of recognition with different SNR using two methods are shown in figure7.
As figure 7 shows that the recognition accuracies are under 50% when the SNR is less than 8db using the traditional method. When the SNR is above 12db the accuracies are all above 98%. By the improved method, the accuracies are 90% when the SNR is above 0db and can rise above 98% when the SNR is 7db. The requirement of SNR descends 5db by the improved algorithm. It can be proved that the method of spectral preprocessing can reduce the influence of random signal channel on recognition.
Conclution
This paper analyzed the spectral characteristic of typical signals in satellite communication. Based on spectral preprocessing, a set of characteristic parameters were extracted in the random signal channel. The method of recognition was explained in details. By simulating the process of the modulation recognition, the result showed that the improved method was suitable for different signals with different modulation indexes and roll-off factors and without any prior knowledge. The parameters were maintained a high robustness. And the improved method achieved recognition accuracy with low SNR.
